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Abstract
Alumni association of an institute plays an important role to engage university people.
Alumni is the face of an institute. They are often called university ambassadors. Alumni
associations are often formed with universities or department of universities and may also
formed with students that studied in IT professional training center like CDIP.

CDIP provides different types of IT industrial training for developing IT skills of students
so that they can make themselves ready for both global and local market. The major point
of our system is to provide CDIP-CSE alumni student information as a form of directory,
various alumni activities like get together, event news and different types of job circular
like part time, full time, contractual, project base for alumni students. The primary aim of
CDIP-CSE alumni management is to support and guide the students with proper training
so that we can bring them into IT industry. So, in our project CDIP-CSE Alumni
Management, we are trying to build networking or communication among all CDIP-CSE
alumni students so that alumni can help and support each other and make friendships and
business relationships with people of similar background.

The project is designed to be accomplished in two states. The preliminary state will be the
making of a simple system that will be used to collect data dynamically of current CDIPCSE alumni students and the second state of evolution will come up with job information
and job circulars.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Problem Definition
The Alumni Association plays an important role in helping to shape the future of any
university by representing the views of its members and contributing to building an
engaged and supportive alumni community appropriate to a world class university.
Today, alumni relations are an important part of an institution's advancement activities
for many reasons: Alumni are an institution's most loyal supporters. As CDIP is one of
best IT training center where students acquire specialized IT knowledge and skills
relevant to their discipline in order to advance IT, so there is definitely need a
communication media where students information will be stored, where anyone of this
organization find information, news and job-related supports from a complete usable
website. We made this web-site which will assemble every student, instructor and
organizational managements to access the CDIP community and for making better alumni
events.

1.2 Motivation
Our website is for CDIP students and all alumni are fund raising prospects. They are the
most likely group to give (if the institution has done its job right), as alumni should have
a sense of gratitude and want their institution to succeed.
A strong link between alumni relations and fund raising will enable you to spot alumni
who have the capacity and inclination to make significant gifts. It will also enable you to
effectively segment the majority of alumni who might only give smaller amounts so that
you can match them to ask that has the highest likelihood of success.
1

1.3 Objectives
The usage of this website is to get the entire Alumni of a particular institution together
under one roof and to build a strong Alumni Network among the CDIP Community. Also
maintaining Alumni Database and to inform the Alumni about the ongoing and future
activities. There will be scopes for current students can get useful career guidance from
the Alumni.
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Chapter 2
Requirement Analysis
2.1 Background Studies
We conduct benchmark studies across a wide range of products which is already
established in the website. We will show this wide range of applications key features and
properties.

2.1.1 Dhaka University Alumni Association
Twenty-fourth September 1949, Nine years after the idea was mooted, the Dhaka
University Alumni Association was born. This is oldest alumni association in our country
which is successfully arranging their events and forums. To mention only one of about a
dozen projects, DUAA offers about 400 scholarships every year through collecting
donations and arranging a number of Trust Funds to each year of each department and
Institute of Dhaka University.
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Key Features:
This site has many useful features and key information those are as follows:
•

Organization
➢ Executive Committee
➢ Sub Committee
➢ Past leaders
➢ Constitution
➢ DUAA documents
➢ Staff

•

Activities
➢ Scholarship programs
➢ Social Responsibility

•

Connect
➢

My Account

➢

Join Alumni

•

News

•

Notice

•

Events

•

DUAA Scholarship

•

Download

•

Contact Us

Limitations:
Though this site containing too man information about Alumni, we find some flows
and limitation those are as follows,
➢ Do not have specific search options for alumni students.
➢ There is no career supports information in this website.
➢ There is no member registration for this association.
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2.1.2 UIU Alumni Association
United International University (UIU) is one of the reputed private university of
Bangladesh. The vision of the university is to become the center of excellence in
teaching, learning and research around the country and the mission of UIU is to create
excellent human resources with intellectual, creative, technical, moral and practical skills
to serve community, industry and region. We do it by developing compact, interactive,
related and caring relationships among teachers, students, guardians and employers in one
word between all. The UIU also has alumni association which also provide several
facilities, events and convocation information to the alumni students.

Key Features:
This system has many useful features and information those are such below:
o Convocation Guideline
o Alumni Registration
o Alumni Directory
➢ Search
➢ Student ID
➢ Name
➢ Email
➢ Job Status
o Vision
o Contact
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Limitations:
Though this has too many information about alumni, we find some limitations those
are as follows,
⚫ There is no specific information about Alumni, events & programs and
organization in their website.
⚫ This system doesn’t have news portal in their website.
⚫ Do not have job information and career supports.
⚫ Vision feature could be improved entirely for their website management.
⚫ Search option is not notorious.

2.1.3 BUET Alumni Association
Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, commonly known as BUET, is a
public university in Bangladesh, which focuses on the study of engineering and
architecture. They have prosperous alumni association which is to create a purposeful and
forward-looking organization for the alumni of BUET for their social, cultural, and
professional pursuits; for fostering greater cohesion and fellowship among themselves;
for rendering all possible support to the transformation of the beloved mater into an
institution of higher learning in technical and science education that is among the best in
the world and for contributing to accelerated and sustainable national development.
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Key Features:
This site has many useful features and information. Some of the key features are as
follows ❖ About Us
❖ Constitution
❖ Organization and management
❖ Newsletter
❖ Be Involved
❖ Program and events
❖ News and updates
❖ Members
❖ Membership application
❖ Gallery
❖ Souvenirs
❖ Contact Us
❖ Grand Registration
Limitations:
Though this site is full of information, we find some flows and limitations those are as
follows,
•

Do not have specific alumni directory where anyone/student can see alumni
information.

•

There is no link or feature career supports or job information.

•

There is no advance search option.
7

2.1.4 SUST Alumni Association
Shahjalal University of Science and Technology also known as SUST is a state
supported, public research university located in Sylhet, Bangladesh. It is the 8th oldest
university in Bangladesh and the first university to adopt American credit system in the
country.
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Key Features:
This website also contains some excellent features and information. Some of the key
features are as follows –
•

Community
➢ Classes, Groups & Clubs

•

Activities
➢ Reunions
➢ Events
➢ Where I Live
➢ Travel/Study
➢ On campus

•

Resources
➢ Alumni career services
➢ Alumni email & directory
➢ Membership
➢ Your alumni center
➢ Alumni center event planning

•

News and Views
➢ Magazine
➢ Learn
➢ Subscriptions
➢ Stanford Links

•

Volunteering
➢ Recognition
➢ Leadership
➢ Beyond the club

•

Search
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Limitations:
Though there have lot of information about alumni which cover every possible features
then we expected, we find very little flows and limitations those are as follows,
•

It provides career supports, but there is no job information in this site

•

There are no student achievements in this site.

2.1.5 University of Cambridge Alumni
The University of Cambridge (informally Cambridge University) is a collegiate public
research university in Cambridge, England. Founded in 1209 and granted a royal charter
by King Henry III in 1231, Cambridge is the second-oldest university in the Englishspeaking world and the world's fourth-oldest surviving university.
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Key Features:
This great university also arranges alumni association for their various purpose. So, let’s
check out their key features•

News

•

Events

•

Get Involved

•

Benefits

•

Shop

•

Travel

•

Magazine

•

Sport

•

Contact

•

Search

Limitations:
Al though this system contains too many information but there are few Limitation.
•

There are no clear concepts about alumni directory in this site.

•

Do not have any job information in this site.
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2.2 Functional Requirements
We studied some existing system as we told before and find out some interesting,
optimized and useful feature which are very notorious and helpful for alumni as well as
for student. Sooth to say every alumni management is similar in the case of core features
but they are different in non-functional requirement. We try to meet some new
nonfunctional one’s. Let’s discuss about our project features.

2.2.1 Key Features
✓ Personal account
Anyone can create their very own personal account this is their personal
profile.
✓ Search
▪

Name

▪

Mobile No

▪

Email

▪

Id

First of all, alumni or student can be identifying by their name. People can
find out them by searching their phone number or by using their email or
by current id. they can identify by their email too.
✓ Alumni Directory
User can find one alumni or students by selecting their Program Name,
user Name, Mobile No, Email, CDIP or UIU id.
✓ Job Portal
In job portal there are two portion first one is view job and second one is
posting a job. Both alumni and student can view job but need to be
registered and have their very one profile. Profile need to be verified by
admin. There should be both part time and full time both kind of various
job post. As a form of image pdf file or as link extract from other sites. Job
are posted by Admin as well as from Alumni or Job provider. But only
those job that are verified by admin this are only showing on the sites.
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✓ Dynamic CV Format
A dynamic CV will be generated for both student as well as for alumni
after registration process using those data we are getting during the
registration process. registration is little much lingering because of we are
planning to create a CV that covered market need. CV will be containing
all that information that are highly need for the job provider to recruit
someone.

✓ Dynamic Segmentation
It’s actually a nonfunctional requirement that based on the grouping
section of experience and expertise. It’s an extended version of searching
process .to make search process easy and faster. In segmentation one can
search by using particular field for Example. One need to hair some PHP
developer he just needs to write down PHP in the search field under
segmentation as a result resume of the people who have given PHP in their
expertise will be showing in front of him in a directory. He can also select
people under their experience. We can select beginner, low level or expert
level .in segment searching we can also find people by their working time
too.

✓ Segmented Mailing
This is based on the skillset. It’s a mailing system that will be send by the
admin to some group of peoples.
There is some extra information which is also connected to our website. These are:
•

CDIP Courses- Offered Courses from CDIP, UIU

•

Meet our Instructor- CDIP Course Instructor

•

Meet our Management- CDIP Director, Chief Adviser, Adviser and Instructors

•

Various event in university

•

If some new course added in the university syllabus.
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2.2.2 Development Model
The Agile Method is a particular approach to project management that is utilized in
software development. This method assists teams in responding to the unpredictability of
constructing software. It uses incremental, iterative work sequences that are commonly
known as sprints.

Figure 2.1: Agile Methodology
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2.2.3 Non-Functional Requirements
We identify some Non-Functional requirements that can help with wonderful userexperience. Our Non-Functional requirements are as follows –
•

Register

•

Login
o Using Local account
o Using Social site account

•

Search with auto suggestions

•

Performance smooth and fast

•

All Alumni properties are individually search able and sort-able.

2.2.4 Benchmark System vs Our Proposed System

Figure 2.2: Benchmark system vs Our proposed system
In this figure [Figure 2.2] we are comparing our proposed system’s main features with
benchmark products.
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Chapter 3
System Design and Development
3.1 Use Case
Making a bridge between requirement and system is the key task of use case diagram and
point to understanding the functional requirement. A use case utilizes a character element,
which can be created using the use case all modules. There is some use case module of
our system.
3.1.1 Website Main Modules

Figure 3.1: Use Case of Main Modules
[Figure 3.1] In this use case we are showing our system main modules. This use case
caries a brief idea about our system. Basically, in this system has six main modules.
Those modules are sign up, log in, Alumni directory, Search Option, Job post and Site
Control like approve or delete various edit or member registration this is also another
module.
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3.1.2 Job Portal Module

Figure 3.2: Use Case of Job Portal Module

[Figure 3.2] In this use case we are going to discuss about our job portal. In job portal
there are six modules like Create job post, show job Dynamic search, Filter and
Segmentation Approve Posts and finally Delete post.
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3.1.3 Site Control

Figure 3.3: Use Case of Site Control

Finally, this is our last use case module. [Figure 3.3] In this use case we are showing our
system site control module and its functionality. This module has some basic
functionalities like update account information, approve student of alumni profile
account, approve job and various post like success stories or job and finally remove
account and Post.
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3.2 Entity Relationship Diagram

Figure 3.4: Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD)

In this Figure [3.14] we are showing our Entity Relationship Diagram. This diagram
showing us our system basic database entity and its relationship between those entities.
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3.3 Entity Relationship Schema Diagram (ERD)

Figure 3.5: Entity Relationship Schema Diagram (ERD)
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3.4 Activity Diagram

Figure 3.6: Activity Diagram

In this figure [Figure 3.6] we are showing our system’s activity diagram. This diagram is
mainly a flow chart to represent the activity to another other. The activity can be labeled
as an operation of the system.
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3.5 Data Flow Diagram
Here we are going to discuss up to level 3 to understand the process.
3.5.1 Level 1 Diagram

Figure 3.7: Level 1 DFD

In this figure [Figure 3.7] we are described our level 1 diagram with all main processes,
those are Alumni Directory, Job Information and Admin.

3.5.2 Level 2 Diagram

Figure 3.8: Level 2 DFD

In this figure [Figure 3.8] we are described our level 2 diagram have two main processes
with a database entity. Those main processes are Alumni Information, details.
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3.5.3 Level 3 Diagram

Figure 3.9: Level 3 DFD

In this figure [Figure 3.9] we are described our level 3 diagram have only one Job Details
process with one database entity.

3.6 Context Diagram

Figure 3.10: Context Diagram
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3.7 Sequence Diagram:
A sequence diagram is a relations diagram that shows how stuffs operate with one
another and in what order.
3.7.1 Sequence Diagram for Alumni

Figure 3.11: Sequence Diagram for Alumni
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3.7.2 Sequence Diagram for Admin

Figure 3.12: Sequence Diagram for Admin
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3.8 Deployment Diagram:

Figure 3.13: Deployment Diagram
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3.9 Implementation Environment
To implement the project, we use Laravel Framework. It is a free, open-source PHP web
framework.
We use HTML, CSS, Bootstarp4 and JavaScript for front end. As a tools Microsoft SQL
Server XAMPP and Microsoft Project is being used by us. For database we use Microsoft
SQL server it’s a relational database. For version control system we use GIT and for
Dependency Management we use Composer. Those are given in a listed form below,
•

Framework
✓ Laravel

•

Language
✓ HTML, CSS, Bootstrap4
✓ JavaScript

•

Database
✓ We Used Microsoft SQL Server 2012. This is relational Database.

•

Tools
✓ Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio 2012
✓ Microsoft Project
✓ XAMPP

•

Version Control System
✓ GIT

•

Dependency Management System
✓ Composer
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3.10 User Interface
3.10.1 Home Page

Figure 3.14: Home Page of CDIP-CSE Alumni Management

This is our system’s home page. Initially users can find lots of activity options using
Alumni Directory option. User can also find popular job circular which was posted in
this website.
28

3.10.2 Registration Process
Here need to select the current status for example alumni or student.

Figure 3.15: Registration of CDIP-CSE Alumni Management
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Employment History with Adding More Option

Figure 3.16: Employment History Adding Section of CDIP-CSE Alumni
Management
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Expertise adding section with functionality of adding or removing custom expertise
option

Figure 3.17: Expertise Adding Section of CDIP-CSE Alumni Management
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3.10.3 Directory
Directory Page with Search And Segmentation Option

Figure 3.18: Directory of CDIP-CSE Alumni Management
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3.10.4 Segmentation
Segmentation with Multiple Condition based on grouping of Experience and Expertise

Figure 3.19: Dynamic Segmentation of CDIP-CSE Alumni Management
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3.10.5 Dynamic CV
Dynamic CV will be generated through the registration process using those data we are
getting during the registration process. After one cv will be ready then user can change
their entry status, can edit update but need to be verified by admin.

Figure 3.20: Dynamic CV Format
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Figure 3.21: Edit Personal Information
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3.10.6 Job Portal

Figure 3.21: Job Portal of CDIP CSE Alumni Management
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3.10.7 Job Post

Figure 3.22: Post Section of CDIP CSE Alumni Management
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
4.1 Summary
Throughout our project design and development epoch, we have conducted to submit and
to develop a web application system. The main goal of our project was to deliver CDIPCSE alumni information to all users those who require it most. In our project proposed
system, there mostly two types of users which is, general users or alumni and admin of
CDIP-CSE Alumni Management. In this system, alumni act an important job as the
resource of this association who are working in various IT company.
So, our goal is done successfully with this project. We have learned new things like
working with real life project throughout our project period. Hope it will help us for our
future career. We have faith that our participation here as web application developer will
not only improve our career but also will enlarge our ability to make forward thinking
everywhere.

4.2 Future Work
Due to the time limitations, we were not able to encounter the whole development
process for this project. Some future work of project are as follows,
▪

Make a super admin panel.

▪

Make search option more notorious.

▪

Make a profile system for job provider.

▪

Create a notification option.

▪

Make a chatting system between users.

▪

Create a mobile application.

▪

Make system more dynamic.

▪

Make segmentation-based search control more dynamic.
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